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To deliver three ⁃ dimension (3D) videos through the current
two⁃dimension (2D) broadcasting systems, the frame⁃compati⁃
ble packing formats properly including one texture frame and
one depth map in various down ⁃ sampling ratios have been
proposed to achieve the simplest and most effective solution.
To enhance the compatible centralized texture⁃depth packing
(CTDP) formats, in this paper, we further introduce two depth
enhancement algorithms to further improve the quality of CT⁃
DP formats for delivering 3D video services. To compensate
the loss of color YCbCr 444 to 420 conversion of colored ⁃
depth, two efficient depth reconstruction processes based on
texture and depth consistency are proposed. Experimental re⁃
sults show that the proposed enhanced CTDP depacking pro⁃
cess outperforms the 2DDP format and the original CTDP de⁃
packing procedure in synthesizing virtual views. With the
help of the proposed efficient depth reconstruction processes,
more correct reconstructed depth maps and better synthesized
quality can be achieved. Before the available 3D broadcasting
systems, which adopt truly depth and texture dependent cod⁃
ing procedure, we believe that the proposed CTDP formats
with depth enhancement could help to deliver 3D videos in
the current 2D broadcasting systems simply and efficiently.
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O
1 Introduction

ver past decades, more and more three⁃dimension⁃
al (3D) videos have been produced in the formats
of stereo or multiple views with their correspond⁃
ing depth maps. People desire to have more truth⁃

ful and exciting experience through the true 3D visualizations.

In order to fit the traditional two ⁃ dimensional (2D) television
(TV) programs, we need to modify the 3D videos to accommo⁃
date the certain constraints. Frame⁃packing is one of possible
solutions to introduce 3D services in the current cable and ter⁃
restrial 2D TV systems. There are several well⁃known formats
for packing the stereo views into 2D frame such as side ⁃ by ⁃
side (SbS), top ⁃ and ⁃ bottom (TaB), and checkerboard frame ⁃
compatible formats [1]- [4]. However, there exist two major
problems, which slow down the development of the 3D TV ser⁃
vices, in the existing frame⁃packing methods. The frame⁃com⁃
patible packing 3D videos of the stereo views mean that two
texture images are gathered in one frame, which may make se⁃
rious annoying effects on traditional 2D displays. Besides, ste⁃
reo packing formats cannot support multi ⁃view naked⁃eye 3D
displays unless the stereo videos are further processed by real⁃
time stereo matching methods [5], [6] and depth image⁃based
rendering (DIBR) algorithms [7], [8]. To support multiview 3D
displays, the 2D⁃plus⁃depth packing (2DDP) frame⁃compatible
format, which arranges the texture in the left and the depth in
the right, is suggested [9]. Once the color texture and depth ar⁃
ranged in the SbS fashion, the 2DDP format will bring even
worse annoying visualization in 2D displays than the stereo
packing formats. Recently, MPEG JCT⁃3V team proposed the
latest coding standard for 3D video with depth [9]. However, it
still needs some time to be deployed in current digital video
broadcasting systems, which are with 2D and 3D capabilities.

To deal with the above problems, a novel frame—compati⁃
ble centralized texture⁃depth packing (CTDP) formats for deliv⁃
ering 3D video services is proposed [10]. With AVS2 and
HEVC video coders, the proposed CTDP formats [10] show bet⁃
ter objective and subjective visual quality in 2D and 3D dis⁃
plays than the 2DDP format. In the CTDP format, the sub⁃pixel
is utilized to store the depth information, while the texture in⁃
formation is arranged in the center of the frame to raise the 2D⁃
compatible visual quality. However, the rearrangement will de⁃
grade the quality of the reconstructed depth map, especially
when the video format with YCbCr space is 420 format with 4
Y components, one Cb component and one Cr component for
each 4 color pixels. To further increase the visual quality, an
efficient depth reconstruction process is also proposed in this
paper. The frame structure of the CTDP method in cooperation
with the current broadcasting system is shown in Fig. 1. With⁃
out any extra hardware, the 2D TV displays can also exhibit an
acceptable 2D visual quality. For glasses or naked⁃eye 3D dis⁃
plays, we only need a simple CTDP depacking circuit followed
by DIBR kernel to synthesize stereo or multiple views if the
view⁃related sub⁃pixel formation of a naked⁃eye 3D display is
given.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The CTDP for⁃
mats are overviewed in Section 2. The proposed depth recon⁃
struction process is described in Section 3. Experimental re⁃
sults to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed system
are shown in Section 4. Finally, we conclude this paper in Sec⁃
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tion 5.

2 Centralized TextureDepth Packing
Formats
To achieve system compatibility, the basic concept of the

CTDP method [10] is similar to frame compatible concept to
pack texture and depth information together while keeping the
same resolution as 2D videos. To solve the 2D visualization is⁃
sue, we can arrange the texture in the center and the depth in
two sides of the packed frame.
2.1 ColoredDepth Frame

The depth frame is only a gray image with Y components. To
pack the depth frame, the colored⁃depth frame is suggested to
represent it [10]. Thus, the colored⁃depth frame can be treated
as the normal color texture frame, which can be directly encod⁃
ed by any 2D video encoders with three times efficiency. As
shown in Fig. 2, three depth horizontal lines are treated as hor⁃
izontal R, G, and B subpixel lines in the RGB colored⁃depth
frame. Since the nearby depth values are very close, the RGB
colored ⁃depth frame will exhibit nearly gray visual sensation.
After color subpixels packing in the vertical direction, the ver⁃
tical resolution of RGB colored⁃depth frame becomes one third
of the original resolution. In Fig. 2, for example, the nine depth
lines have been packed into three RGB colored ⁃ depth lines.
For the most video coders, the coding and decoding processes
are conducted in YCbCr color space. Therefore, we apply the
RGB to YCbCr color space conversion as
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to transfer it to the YCbCr colored⁃depth frame [11]. It is noted
that the sub⁃pixels in RGB space are with full resolution of (4,
4, 4). If the YCbCr space is with (4, 4, 4) format, the color

space transformation will not change the depth results with
about +/- 0.5 error due to the round⁃off errors in color space
conversions. However, for the most video coders, the sub⁃pix⁃
els in YCbCr space could be in (4, 2, 0) or (4, 2, 2) format,
where Cb and Cr components will be further downsampled.
Even without coding errors, the YCbCr colored ⁃ depth frame
might have slightly translation errors.
2.2 Centralized TextureDepth Packing

Without loss of generality for frame⁃compatible packing, we
assume that the vertical CTDP packing formats are desired.
Then, we need to reduce the vertical resolutions of texture and
depth separately such that the total packed resolution will re⁃
mind the same, where the original horizontal resolution is H. If
the reduction factors for texture and depth resolutions are a
and b, we should choose reduction factors to satisfy
α +(1/3)β = 1 to achieve the frame compatible requirement
[10]. For example, the reduction factors (a = 3/4, b = 3/4) , (a =
5/6, b = 1/2), (a = 7/8, b = 3/8), (a = 11/12, b = 1/4), and (a =
15/16, b = 3/16) will satisfy the above frame compatible re⁃
quirement. Fig. 3 shows the flowchart of the computation of
generating the texure ⁃ 5/6 CTDP format. First, we downscale
the vertical resolution of texture and depth frames into five ⁃
sixths and one⁃second of the original resolution, respectively.
By using the colored ⁃ depth concept, the resized depth frame
with 1/2H can be further represented into RGB subpixels as
suggested in Section 2.1 to reduce the vertical size to 1/6H.
Then, we can split the depth frame evenly into two separated
parts with the size of 1/12H. To make better coding efficiency
and better 2D visualization, these two split colored ⁃ depth
frames should be flipped vertically. The flipped depth frames
will have better alignments to the texture frame and better visu⁃
alization for 2D displays with visual shadow sensation. Finally,
we obtain the texture ⁃5/6 CTDP frame by combining the first

▲Figure 1. The broadcasting architecture by using the proposed
enhanced CTDP format.

DIBR: depth image⁃based rendering

▲Figure 2. Rearrangement of the depth frame into RGB colored depth
frame in vertical direction.
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flipped depth part (1/12H), the resized texture frame (5/6H),
and the other flipped depth part (1/12H) from top to bottom se⁃
quentially.

The ratio of downscaling can also be changed to generate
the other CTDP formats [12]-[15]. For example, the reduction
ratio of the texture frame could be 7/8 or 15/16. For texture⁃7/
8 and texture⁃15/16 reduction ratios, the vertical resolutions of
depth frames will be respectively downscaled to 3/8 and 3/16
to satisfy (2). Except the resizing factor, the packing proce⁃
dures for texture ⁃7/8 and texture ⁃15/16 are similar to that of
texture ⁃5/6. If we want to attain horizontal CTDP formats, all
the resizing of texture and depth frame,
the color⁃packed depth frame, slipping,
and flipping procedures should be per⁃
formed in the horizontal direction. The
packed frame can be obtained by com⁃
bining the first flipped depth part, the
resized texture frame, and the other
flipped depth part from left to right se⁃
quentially. The outlooks of the original
texture, depth, and the CTDP frames
with different ratios and different orien⁃
tations are shown in Fig. 4. It is noted
that in the proposed CTDP format, the
width/height of the flipped depth part
will be always in the horizontal/vertical
CTDP format, which helps avoid the
compression artifact in texture and
depth boundary. Please refer to [13] for
more details of the arrangement.
2.3 Depacking CTDP Formats

With respect to the packing proce⁃
dure in Fig. 3, the flow diagram for de⁃

packing the texture ⁃ 5/6 CTDP format is shown in
Fig. 5. Once we receive the CTDP format, we should
first split the packed frame into three parts: the top
flipped depth part, the central texture, and the bot⁃
tom flipped depth part. For two flipped depth parts,
we perform another vertical flipping and combined
them into the whole texture⁃packed depth frame. The
YCrCb colored⁃depth frame might need to upsample
Cr and Cb components back to (4, 4, 4) format first.
Then, we can convert it to (4, 4, 4) RGB colored ⁃
depth frame by
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After the color space conversion, The RGB colored

⁃depth frame (1/6H) can be finally recovered to the re⁃
sized depth frame (1/2H).

After 6/5 upscaling texture and 2/1 depth frames
in the vertical direction, we finally depack the origi⁃
nal texture and depth frames. Of course, a possible

DIBR method should be used to generate all the necessary
views. As for the other texture reduction ratios such as 7/8 and
15/16, all the procedures will be the same except the resizing
factors of depth will be 3/8 and 3/16, respectively.

3 Depth Enhancement Algorithms
From the previous section, it is known that when the YCbCr

space is (4, 2, 0) or (4, 2, 2) format, the YCbCr colored⁃depth
frame will induce translation errors along the depth edges. To

▲Figure 3. The computation of the proposed frame compatible texture⁃5/6 CTDP format.

(a)

▲Figure 4. Schematics of original (a) texture, (b) depth; (c) vertical texture⁃5/6 CTDP; (d) vertical
texture⁃7/8 CTDP; (e) vertical texture⁃15/16 CTDP; (f) horizontal texture⁃5/6; (g) CTDP, horizontal
texture⁃7/8 CTDP; (h) horizontal texture⁃15/16 CTDP; and (i) 2DDP frame compatible formats.
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further reduce the depth edge errors, in this paper, we propose
two efficient depth enhancement processes. The enhancement
processes can be incorporated with the original depacking pro⁃
cess as shown in Fig. 6. The enhancement processes include
YCbCr calibration, texture⁃similarity⁃based depth up⁃sampling
and pattern⁃based down⁃sampling. Details of the enhancement
algorithms are addressed in the following subsections.
3.1 YCbCr Calibration

When the YCbCr color space is (4, 4, 4), the color space
transformation between RGB color space and YCbCr color
space will only contain round⁃off errors in color space conver⁃

sions. However, for the most video coders, the sub⁃
pixels in the YCbCr color space might be (4, 2, 0)
or (4, 2, 2) formats, where Cb and Cr components
will be further down ⁃ sampled in order to save the
bandwidth in broadcasting systems. At the depack⁃
ing side, we need to calibrate the translation errors
between YCbCr (4, 4, 4) and YCbCr (4, 2, 0) and
(4, 2, 2). For simplicity, we will illustrate our pro⁃
posed system in YCbCr (4, 2, 0), however, the simi⁃
lar manner can still be applied for YCbCr (4, 2, 2).

Before we start to calibrate the YCbCr data, we
first define some anchor pixels, which are shown in
Fig. 7. The anchor pixels denote the pixels which
have the correct Cb and Cr subpixel values.

The diagram of missing components in YCbCr (4,
2, 0) for all surrounding pixels is shown in Fig. 8.
Each color means a set which Cb and Cr subpixel
components are down ⁃ sampled. The black area
means the missing Cb and Cr subpixels and they

can be given by:
Cbcal(a,b) = argCbC min |YC - Y(a,b)| , (3)

and
Crcal(a,b) = argCrC min |YC - Y(a,b)| , (4)

where YC is a vector of the neighbor anchor pixels of the pix⁃
els Y(a, b).
3.2 TextureSimilarityBased Depth UpSampling

In order to preserve the continuity of the edge, the direction⁃
al vectors are utilized to calculate the edge direction in the low⁃

resolution (LR) depth and the corresponding high
resolution (HR) texture image. The directional vec⁃
tors of LR depth image and HR texture image can be
formed as:
 
VdL =∑

Ω
exp(-DE(xL,yL) -DΩ

σV

) × uΩ , (5)
and

Vc =∑

Ω
exp(-Y(x,y) - YΩ

σV

) × uΩ , (6)
where  

VdL and 
Vc denote the directional vectors of

the pixels in LR depth image and HR texture image,
respectively, σV represents the standard deviation

▲Figure 5. The computation of the proposed texture⁃5/6 CTDP depacking procedure.

▲Figure 6. Flowchart of the depth⁃enhanced CTDP de⁃packing system. ▲Figure 7. Anchor pixels in YCbCr (4, 2, 0).
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of the directional vector function, Ω denotes the 8 neighbor
pixels of the target pixel (Fig. 9), DE represents the combined
depth, which is obtained from previous step, Y is the bright⁃
ness of the texture image, and uΩ is the unit vector corre⁃
sponding to the neighbor pixels Ω in 8 directions.

Before up⁃sampling the depth image, the directional vectors
are first transformed from Cartesian coordinate system to
Spherical coordinate system. The transform function is given
by:
r = x∂

2 + y∂
2 , (7)

and
θ = arctan( y∂

x∂
) , (8)

where x∂ and y∂ denote the coordinate of reconstructed depth
at high resolution. For example, at vertical texture⁃ 11/12 CT⁃
DP, x∂ = 4x and y∂ = y . However, the resolution of directional
vectors in depth image is smaller than the resolution of direc⁃
tional vectors in texture image. The bilinear interpolation [16]
is utilized to scale up the depth directional vector to the resolu⁃
tion of the texture image. After that, The interpolated depth im⁃
age is formed as:

where Tup denotes the normalized factor, p is the target pixel
which needs to be scale up, q is the neighbor pixels of the tar⁃
get pixel, and Vd(θ) is the value of θ in the scaled VdL(θ) . ψ

denotes the Gaussian weight function and can be giv⁃
en as:

ψ(n) = exp(- n2
σψ

) . (10)
The basic concept of the depth interpolation is to

compare the directional vectors of the depth image
and the texture image. The weighted summation of
the LR depth is utilized to interpolate the HR depth
if the directional vectors of the depth image and the
texture image are similar. Otherwise, the pixels in

HR depth are regarded as holes, which are filled in the step of
hole⁃filling. The function of hole⁃filling is given as:

Dhole - filling(x,y) = ìí
î

argDup
ξ(min(ΔPc(θ))), if (x,y) ∍ holes

Dup(x,y), else
, (11)

where ΔPc(θ) denotes the difference of the degree between
Pcθ and 8 neighbor pixels. ξ represents the selection fun⁃
ction of the hole⁃filling and it can be formed as:

ξ(m) ={Y(m), if||Y - Y(m)|| < THY

ξ(m) + 1, else , (12)
where Y denotes the brightness of the target pixel, Y(m) de⁃
notes the brightness of the neighbor pixels in m direction,
THY is the threshold to control the selection range, and
ξ(m) + 1 represents the next pixel in m direction.
3.3 PatternBased DownSampling

In order to contain texture image and depth image in one sin⁃
gle frame, both depth image and texture image need to be down
⁃sampled. For the depth image, the bilinear and bi⁃cubic con⁃
volution methods are utilized to down⁃sample the depth image.
However, the weighted summation strategy in bilinear and bi⁃
cubic convolution leads to the blur of the down⁃sampled data.
Hence, we propose two sampling patterns to down⁃sample the
depth image without fusing the data. There are the direct line
pattern and slant line pattern.

1) Direct line pattern
The sampling strategy of direct line pattern is to grab pixels

in the straight line direction. According to the characteristic of
the CTDP format, the reduction of the resolution is only in ei⁃
ther horizontal or vertical direction. The function of direct line
pattern is given as:

Ddown(x,y) =Dorigin(∂hor × x -[∂hor /2],∂ver × y -[∂ver /2]) , (13)
where ∂hor and ∂ver are the factors of down⁃sampling ratios in
horizontal direction and vertical direction, respectively. For
CTDP format usage, either ∂hor or ∂ver is equal to 1, while the
other one denotes the down ⁃ sampling ratio in packing proce⁃
dure. [x] is the floor function, which means the largest integer
not greater than x. The direct line pattern in horizontal direc⁃
tion with 2, 4, 8 down⁃sampling ratio is shown in Fig. 10.

2) Slant line pattern

▲Figure 8. Missing Cb and Cr subpixels in YCbCr (4, 2, 0).

◀Figure 9.
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The sampling strategy of slant line is to grab pixels in 45 de⁃
gree direction. The function of direct line pattern is given as:

Ddown(x,y) =Dorigin(∂hor × x -(∂hor - y),y) , (14)
or

Ddown(x,y) =Dorigin(x,∂ver × y -(∂ver - x)) . (15)
Equ. (14) is utilized to down⁃sample the depth image in hori⁃

zontal direction, while the down⁃sampling of the vertical direc⁃
tion follows (15). The slant line sampling pattern is suitable for
down⁃sampling the depth image both in vertical and horizontal
direction, which is shown in Fig. 11 with 2, 4, 8 down ⁃ sam⁃
pling ratios.

With the down⁃sampling by the direct line pattern, the up⁃
sampling function in de⁃packing procedure needs to be modi⁃
fied as:

Because of the pattern⁃based sampling strategy, the pixels of
the up⁃sampled depth are directly copied from the LR depth if
there are located at position of the direct line pattern.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Performance Evaluation of CTDP Format with
Respect to 2DDP Format

In order to verify the coding performances of the proposed
CTDP formats with respect to the 2DDP format, we conducted

a set of experiments to evaluate performances of packing meth⁃
ods in cooperation with a specific video coder (AVS2) in terms
of the peak signal⁃to⁃noise ratio (PSNR), bitrate qualities of the
depacked texture and depacked depth frames, and their synthe⁃
sized virtual views. In the experimental simulations, we use
five MPEG 3D video sequences, which are Poznan Hall,
Poznan Street, Kendo, Balloons, and Newspaper sequences as
shown in Figs. 12a-12e, respectively.

The AVS2 coding conditions are followed by the instruction
suggested by the AVS workgroup while the QPs are set to 27,
32, 38, and 45 for Intra frames [17]. Under All Intra (ai), Low
Delay P (ldp), Random Access (ra) test conditions, Tables 1
and 2 show the average BDPSNR and BDBR [18] performance
for different kinds of CTDP formats with respect to the 2DDP
format achieved by AVS2. For calculating the PSNR of the
2DDP format, we first separate the texture and depth frames
from the 2DDP frame and upsample them to the original image
size W×H. By using the recovered texture and depth frames
from 2DDP frame and the original uncompressed texture and
depth frames, the PSNR can therefore be calculated. Similarly,
the PSNR of CTDP format is calculated by using the texture
and depth frames recovered from CTDP frame and the original
uncompressed texture and depth frames. From Tables 1 and 2,
we can see that the proposed texture⁃5/6, 7/8, and 15/16 CTDP
formats have much better PSNR and bitrate saving in texture
when comparing with the 2DDP format, which means our CT⁃
DP format can achieve better visual quality in 2D displays
when only texture frames are viewed. In addition, the depth
quality for CTDP formats will become worse while the resizing
factors getting bigger. Besides the comparisons of original tex⁃
ture and depth achieved by different packing formats, we also
compare the quality of synthesized virtual view with respect to
the 2DDP format. It is noted that the reference synthesized vir⁃

▲Figure 10. The direct line pattern in horizontal direction of
(a) down⁃sampling factor 2; (b) down⁃sampling factor 4; and
(c) down⁃sampling factor 8.
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▲Figure 11. The slant line pattern of (a) down⁃sampling factor 2;
(b) down⁃sampling factor 4; (c) down⁃sampling factor 8.
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tual view for calculating the PSNR is also obtained by the origi⁃
nal uncompressed texture and depth frames. The DIBR setting
for virtual view synthesis is shown in Table 3. As to the quali⁃
ty of the synthesized virtual view, the texture⁃5/6 and 7/8 CT⁃
DP formats after the DIBR process show better BDPSNR and
BDBR performances than 2DDP format. It is noted that all syn⁃
thesized views do not perform any depth enhancement and
depth preprocessing, and the hole filling used in the DIBR pro⁃

cess is the simple background extension.
In summary, the texture qualities BDPSNR and BDBR in Ta⁃

bles 2 and 3 can be treated as the objective quality indices in
2D displays, while the virtual view qualities can be the objec⁃
tive quality indices in 3D displays. The results show that the
proposed texture ⁃ 5/6 and 7/8 CTDP format will be the better
choices for the broadcasters. The texture⁃3/4 CTDP format has
better 3D performance while texture⁃7/8 CTDP format achieves
better 2D performance.
4.2 Performance Evaluation of Depth Enhancement for

CTDP Format
To verify the proposed depth enhancement mechanism, we

first show the reconstructed depth from original and depth⁃en⁃
hanced CTDP formats. The RD curves for different ratios of
CTDP formats are shown in Fig. 13. It can be seen that the pro⁃
posed refined CTDP format can always achieve better perfor⁃
mance. The gains between the depth⁃enhanced CTDP and the
original CTDP formats are increased while the ratio of texture
is increased.

For the subjective evaluation, the partial portions of the re⁃
constructed depth for Shark sequence are shown in Fig. 14. It
can be seen that the depth can be reconstructed well especial⁃
ly for the edge region by using the depth enhancements.

In the following, we will compare the synthesis results. The
partial portions of the generated views are shown in Fig. 15.
From the results, the proposed CTDP format can successfully
preserve the edges well of the synthesis views without the jag⁃
gy noise.
4.3 Comparison with Different Depth Interpolation

Methods
The comparison results of different depth interpolation meth⁃

ods are shown in Table 4 for Shark sequence at all ⁃ intra (ai)
coding condition with QP=32. The symbols of Bi and BC de⁃
note the bilinear and bi⁃cubic convolution interpolation meth⁃
ods, respectively. The methods of JBU [19] and FEU [20] are
the texture ⁃ similarity based depth interpolation methods. The
proposed depth up ⁃ sampling method has better PSNR and
SSIM results for reconstructed depth images in vertical⁃ 11/12
CTDP and vertical ⁃23/24 CTDP formats. For the vertical ⁃ 5/6
CTDP format, the proposed depth up⁃sampling method can al⁃
so provide better reconstructed depth images.

The comparison results of partial reconstructed depth with
different depth interpolation methods are shown in Fig. 16.
The reconstructed depth images of bilinear and bi⁃cubic convo⁃
lution interpolation methods have serious jaggy noise among
the edges. It can be seen that the proposed depth up⁃sampling
method can outperform other methods with better edges.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed depth enhancement processes for

▲Figure 12. Five texture and depth frame compatible packing formats.

▼Table 1. Averaged BDPSNR performances

BDPSNR

ai
ra
ldp
avg

Recovered texture performance
5/6

2.2693
2.5868
2.2079
2.3546

7/8
2.2587
2.71322
2.42228
2.464733

15/16
2.34168
2.86354
2.54206
2.582427

Synthesized virtual view performance
5/6

0.6150
0.7371
0.3920
0.5813

7/8
0.3664
0.7489
0.6005
0.5720

15/16
⁃0.7732
⁃0.2754
⁃0.3928
⁃0.4805

▼Table 2. Averaged BDBR performances

BDBR

ai
ra
ldp
avg

Recovered texture performance
5/6

⁃55.3282
⁃61.0706
⁃48.7147
⁃55.0378

7/8
⁃46.5149
⁃59.5852
⁃54.3501
⁃53.4834

15/16
⁃47.9069
⁃61.6926
⁃56.2303
⁃55.2766

Synthesized virtual view performance
5/6

⁃22.9490
⁃24.6686
⁃9.9111
⁃19.1762

7/8
⁃7.92186
⁃24.6019
⁃19.6368
⁃17.3869

15/16
56.0625
30.0742
36.5666
40.9011

▼Table 3. DIBR settings for virtual view synthesis

Sequence
Poznan hall
Poznan street

Kendo
Balloons

Newspaper

Resolution
1920*1088
1920*1088
1024*768
1024*768
1024*768

Frames
200
250
300
300
300

Coded view
6
4
3
3
4

Synthesized view
5
3
4
5
6

(a) Poznan hall (b) Poznan street

(c) Keno (d) Balloons (e) Newspaper
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CTDP formats [10]. The CTDP formats can be comfortably and
directly viewed in 2DTV displays without the need of any extra
computation. However, the CTDP formats slightly suffer from
the depth discontinuities for high texture ratios. Comparing to

▲Figure 13. RD curves of reconstructed depth from the original CTDP
depacking process and the proposed depth ⁃ enhanced CTDP depacking
process for (a) texture⁃5/6; (b) texture⁃11/12; (c) texture⁃23/24 formats.

CTDP: compatible centralized texture⁃depth packing PSNR: peak signal⁃to⁃noise ratio

▲Figure 14. Partial portions of reconstructed depth in S10 Shark with
the original CTDP depacked: (a) texture⁃5/6; (b) texture⁃11/12; (c) tex⁃
ture⁃23/24 formats and the proposed depth enhanced CTDP depacked;
(d) texture⁃5/6; (e) texture⁃11/12; (f) texture⁃23/24 formats.

▲Figure 15. Partial synthesis views of S02 Poznan Street with original
CTDP depacking: (a) texture ⁃ 5/6; (b) texture ⁃ 11/12; (c) texture ⁃ 23/24
and the proposed depth⁃enhanced CTDP depacking; (d) texture⁃5/6; (e)
texture⁃11/12; (f) texture⁃23/24.

▼Table 4. The PSNR and SSIM comparison of different
depth interpolation methods in S10 Shark at All Intra (ai) QP=32

PSNR (dB)
Vertical⁃5/6 CTDP

Vertical⁃11/12 CTDP
Vertical⁃23/24 CTDP

SSIM
Vertical⁃5/6 CTDP

Vertical⁃11/12 CTDP
Vertical⁃23/24 CTDP

Bi
33.7164
31.7651
29.8525

Bi
0.9361
0.9147
0.8914

BC
33.5138
31.6581
29.7836

BC
0.9334
0.9122
0.8879

JBU
33.6252
32.0857
30.3490
JBU

0.9361
0.9192
0.8959

FEU
33.7135
31.7850
29.8953
FEU

0.9368
0.9158
0.8925

Proposed
33.5239
32.4422
30.5411
Proposed
0.9397
0.9270
0.9068

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

40003500300025002000150010005000

41.0
40.5
40.0
39.5
39.0
38.5
38.0
37.5
37.0
36.5

PSN
R(

dB)

Bit rate (Kbps)

CTDP (bilinear)
CTDP (bicubic)
Depth⁃enhanced CTDP (direct line pattern)
Depth⁃enhanced CTDP (slantline pattern)

(a)

350030002500200015005000

39.5
39.0
38.5
38.0
37.5
37.0
36.5

PSN
R(

dB)

Bit rate (Kbps)

CTDP (bilinear)
CTDP (bicubic)
Depth⁃enhanced CTDP (direct line pattern)
Depth⁃enhanced CTDP (slantline pattern)

36.0
35.5
35.0

(b)
4000

38.0

PSN
R(

dB)

Bit rate (Kbps)

CTDP (bilinear)
CTDP (bicubic)
Depth⁃enhanced CTDP (direct line pattern)
Depth⁃enhanced CTDP (slantline pattern)

(c)
450040003500300025002000150010005000

37.5
37.0
36.5
36.0
35.5
35.0
34.5
34.0
33.5
33.0
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the 2DDP format, the CTDP formats with the same video cod⁃
ing systems, such as AVS2 (RD 6.0) and HEVC [10], show bet⁃
ter coding performances in texture and depth frames and syn⁃
thesized virtual views. To further increase the visual quality, in
this paper, the depth enhancement methods, including YCbCr
calibration and texture ⁃ similarity ⁃ based depth up ⁃ sampling,
are proposed. Experimental results reveal that the proposed
depth enhancement can efficiently help to increase the depack⁃
ing performances of the CTDP formats to achieve better recon⁃
structed depth images and better synthesis views as well. With
the aforementioned simulation results, we believe that the pro⁃
posed depth enhanced CTDP depacking methods will be a
greatly⁃advanced system for current 2D video coding systems,
which can provide 3D video services effectively and simply.

▲Figure 16. The comparison of partial reconstructed depth with differ⁃
ent depth interpolation methods for vertical ⁃ 11/12 CTDP format: (a)
ground truth; (b) bilinear; (c) bi ⁃ cubic convolution; (d) JBU [19]; (e)
FEU [20]; (f) proposed.
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